The present research focuses on localizing structural damages in an aluminium and a woven fabric composite laminate. Finite Element (FE) and experimental simulation studies are carried out on specimens of these plates with and without damages, and the response data are collected at various sensor locations. Piezoelectric wafer (PW) transducers are used for actuation and reception of Lamb wave. The group velocity dispersion curves obtained through the experiment and simulation are compared with those obtained analytically to ensure effective actuation and sensing of Lamb wave. A Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is used for receiving the arrival times of the wave reflected from the damages to the sensor locations. After acquiring arrival time data, the geodesic algorithm is employed to locate the damage in the specimens. The geodesic algorithm used is a two-step strategy initially using the Pythagorean Theorem to find the discrete geodesics in the structure, using mesh information and followed by locating the intersections of these geodesics to get the damage locations. Herein, the geodesic algorithm is shown to be effective in detecting several damages in a plate, both experimentally and through FE simulation.
INTRODUCTION
The process of implementing a damage detection method for civil, aerospace and mechanical engineering infrastructure is referred to as structural health monitoring (SHM). Damage is defined as a change in the material and/or geometric properties of these systems, which has an adverse effect on the system's performance. Several varieties of nondestructive tools are available for such monitoring.
Ultrasonic wave-based nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods are widely used in investigating structures for the presence of damage, and, more recently, with a greater emphasis towards quantifying the damages; however, the conventional NDE methods, such as ultrasonic C-scan, thermography, or radiography, require the approximate location of damage to be known a priori and that the inspected region be directly accessible.
Further, if the structure is larger and of complex geometry, these NDE methods may not be suitable for monitoring such structures. 1 Among SHM techniques, more emphasis has been given to Lamb wave for years because of its efficiency in travelling long distances, and its propagation being affected by cracks and other structural defects.
Lamb wave-based NDE method has the potential to meet the capabilities, such as large coverage area of inspection, no need for direct access of the structure, and rapid inspection, without disassembly and adjustable frequency range for the investigation of various types of damage. 1 A brief review about the Lamb wave-based damage detection literature is given The studies presented in this literature 1 mainly focused on locating individual damage, and no FE simulation was carried out for locating them. The present work encompasses extensive experimental investigations to study the interaction of Lamb wave generated using PW transducers with damages in 
